Shadow Hawk Defense / Shadow Hawk Practical Shooters
FACILITY RULES

Shadow Hawk Defense is dedicated to providing a superior facility for safe and responsible
enjoyment. Everyone should have the same, great experience so we request and thank you for
your cooperation with the following facility rules:
1. Safety first / Safety always – if you see something unsafe report it to a Shadow Hawk
staff member or event staff immediately.
2. Alcohol and illegal drugs are prohibited. Persons believed to be under the influence of
alcohol or drugs will be refused access.
3. Shadow Hawk Defense is a cold range; handling of firearms can only be done in
designated Safe Areas or under the direction of a Range Safety Officer.
4. All participants must be able to understand and speak English.
5. All participants and observers will be required to sign a waiver.
6. Range Safety Officers (RSO’s) are people too! Use the golden rule, treat RSO’s the way
you would want to be treated.
7. Minor participants or observers must be accompanied by a participating, “Responsible
Adult”. A Responsible Adult is a person of, or over, 18 years of age who is the minor’s
parent or guardian, or an adult who has received consent from the minor’s parent or
guardian to be the responsible party for the minor at the event. Responsible adults will
be required to sign a consent form for any participating or observing minor.
8. Some areas of Shadow Hawk Defense are restricted. For the safety of all, access to
restricted areas is limited to those with prior authorization from a Shadow Hawk officer.
9. Shadow Hawk Defense reserves the right to expel anyone for any reason, including but
not limited to, unsafe behavior, escalation of arguments, unauthorized entry into a
restricted area, or, abusive or profane language.

